Pt Wells cont call 4/9/15

Gretchen / Gary

* Recap yesterday's call
  * Schedule
  * Other?

Gretchen: Protocols on transp. methods key

* Me: Send contacts 9/20.

Gary: Knows much of schedule depends on traffic review new ETE guidelines

Gretchen: BSRE will have an "over-the-shoulder" revised of transp. assumptions before memo is finalized

Me: Mark Brown will review traffic for POA

* Who will sign off for SME?
  * Brown or consultants or both?

Gary: Immediate need to agree on methods / assumptions memo details later

Gretchen: Agrees; dupl. review expected

Gary: Wants as many eyes as possible

Gretchen: Trampo wants OK to call co. staff

Me: OK

Discussion: review of methods / assumptions - what does it really mean?

Gary: New capture rate down in ETE, then possible change in unit mix

Gretchen: Assumptions memo maybe by next week

Discussion: new view points - Bennett's deal?